Bacterial populations are typically much more structured than those of higher eukaryotes but this 15 difference is surprising given high recombination rates, enormous population sizes and effective 16 dispersal in many bacterial species. We estimated the recombination scaled effective population size 17 in 21 bacterial species and find only two have estimates of substantially over 100, consistent with 18 approximate panmixia, namely Helicobacter pylori and Vibrio parahaemolyticus. Both species are far 19 from demographic equilibrium, with diversity predicted to increase more than 100 fold in V. 20
Introduction 27
Bacteria are paragons of adaptability and make up more biomass than all organisms other than plants 28 combined (Bar-On, Phillips, and Milo 2018). Many bacterial species have enormous population sizes, 29 disperse effectively around the globe (Stoppe et al. 2017 ) and exhibit high rates of within-species 30 homologous recombination (Vos and Didelot 2009 ). Recombination acts to progressively break down 31 non-random associations between markers (linkage disequilibrium), so that in large populations a 32 natural null expectation is for there to be linkage equilibrium between sites. Nevertheless, in most 33 species for which data is available, substantial genome-wide structuring of variation is observed 34 (Smith et al. 1993 ). Here we propose a resolution of this paradox, namely that large bacterial 35 populations accumulate diversity progressively until that diversity acts as an effective barrier to 36 genetic exchange between lineages. 37
We examine the population structure of 21 bacterial species and find that only the Asian population of 38
Vibrio parahaemolyticus is close to genome wide linkage equilibrium. We find that this population has undergone a recent increase in size. If this population size was maintained over evolutionary 40 timescales would lead to a greater than 100 fold accumulation of diversity, to levels higher than found 41 in any well characterized bacterial species. We propose that other environmental species with large 42 census population sizes, for example Vibrio cholerae or Klebsiella pneumoniae, may have been 43 through a similar stage before accumulating diversity and then evolving mechanisms that disrupted 44 free recombination. 45
Specifically, we use pairwise genetic distances between strains calculated from genome sequences to 46 estimate the recombination scaled effective population size , where is the effective population 47 size and r is the recombination rate per site per generation, an approach briefly introduced by Cui et al 48 (Cui et al. 2015) . Here, we test the method using simulations and find that it provides accurate 49 estimates in constant size populations for values of scaled recombination rate R (see below) of 5 or 50 more, and responds to changes in population size or structure far more quickly than estimates of 51 based on nucleotide diversity. We apply the method to data from 21 species and find that some 52 common species, such as Escherichia coli, have strikingly low estimates of , implying that 53 recombination is inefficient in distributing diversity across the species, while for others the fit of 54 model to data is poor, highlighting deviations from a freely recombining population. Only datasets 55 from V. parahaemolyticus and Helicobacter pylori gives estimates greater than 100. The former 56 has had a recent increase in population size, the latter experiences repeated bottlenecks associated 57 with geographical spread of its human host, implying neither population is close to demographic 58 equilibrium. 59 order of one individual per generation, can prevent differences from accumulating, making random 67 mating a reasonable first approximation for many species. Theory predicts that the level of genetic 68 diversity in depends on the mutation rate and on the historical effective population size, which is the 69 number of individuals that contribute to the gene pool in each generation (Wang 2005) . 70
Outbreeding eukaryotes receive genetic material from the gene pool when they are born and 71 contribute to it when they reproduce. Individuals are more similar to immediate relatives than they are 72 to other members of the population, but the proportion of the genome shared by descent from 73 particular ancestors decays rapidly with each successive generation, declining from 1/2 for full 74 siblings to 1/8 for first cousins and 1/32 for second cousins. In random samples from populations with 75 more than a few hundred individuals, shared recent ancestry is rare and can be neglected in many 76 types of analysis. 77
Bacteria reproduce by binary fission and only receive material from the gene pool or contribute to it 78 via homologous recombination. Many cell divisions can take place between recombination events, 79 most of which only affect a small proportion of the genome. These properties mean that the concept 80 of a gene pool or a population is less straightforward to define than for outbreeding organisms. It is 81 still possible estimate effective population size from the average nucleotide diversity , based on 82 the standard assumptions of population genetic theory but the assumptions are both less reasonable 83 and harder to test for bacteria than for outbreeding eukaryotes, in which population boundaries can be 84 delineated empirically using programs like STRUCTURE (Pritchard, Stephens, and Donnelly 2000) . 85
For example, nucleotide diversity in a species like E. coli can be estimated for clonal lineages, 86 phylogroups, species or for the Escherichia complex as a whole. These choices lead to very different 87 values for and hence for and it is not obvious a priori which is most justified. All methods lead 88 to estimates of effective population size that are many orders of magnitude smaller than the census 89 number of bacteria. 90
Here, we take a different approach which is to estimate a scaled version of the effective population 91 size,
. High values of indicate that the population structure is similar to that of outbreeding 92 eukaryotes. Informally, in eukaryotic population each individual is the product of a separate meiosis We estimate using the pairwise genetic distances between strains, based on a number of simplifying assumptions which are likely to good approximations in freely recombining bacterial populations but may break down in species where recombination rates are low or genetic exchange is structured by geography or lineage. Specifically, the calculations assume that recombination introduces many more changes than mutation, happens at the same rate throughout the genome and that each recombination event introduces unrelated DNA from the population into the imported stretch. If unrelated strains differ on average at nucleotides throughout the alignment, then the expected number of SNPs distinguishing strains with a common ancestor at time T in the past is
To use these times to estimate the effective population size, we assume that the genealogy of clonal relationships is generated by a coalescent model with a constant population size . This model generates expectations for the times in the past at which common ancestors of strains in a sample lived. Specifically, in a sample of n strains, there are n-1 coalescence nodes. The age of the first node corresponds to the common ancestor of the two most closely related strains in the sample, while the n-121 1th node corresponds to the common cellular ancestor of all the strains in the sample. 122
Coalescence theory implies that the expected time in the past at which the m th most recent coalescence 123 occurs is = 2 ( 1 − 1 ) . These times can be converted into expected genetic distances dm 124 using the formula above. We use the UPGMA algorithm to obtain n-1 coalescence distances from the 125 (n-1) × n pairwise genetic distances between strains and find the values of and (effective 126 sample size, see below) that gives the best fit between observed and expected distances for the n-1 127 coalescence nodes. 128
Note that for bacteria with high recombination rate, the genome is likely to have been scrambled up 129 sufficiently that strains will have inherited little or no DNA by direct descent from the common 130 ancestor of the entire sample. This means that the genetic distances expected for the oldest 131 coalescences plateau at . In plots, it is convenient to show the coalescences in chronological 132 order, oldest first, to aid comparisons between datasets with different sample sizes (e.g. Figure 1 ). 133 The model assumes that the strains are randomly sampled from a homogeneous population at a single 135 time point, but pathogenic clones, epidemic outbreaks or strains from specific locations are often 136 overrepresented in real data, leading to oversampling of very closely related isolates, relative to their 137 frequency in the global population. Therefore, in addition to we estimate a second parameter , 138 indicated the effective sample size, which can be considered number of samples that are not epidemic 139 clones of each other. For simulated data, is correctly estimated to be very close to number of strains 140 in the sample, so this additional parameter makes little difference to the inference. For real data, 141 estimating this additional parameter often improves the qualitative model fit considerably. 142
Results 143
can be estimated accurately for simulated data 144 . For low recombination rates, the 149 phylogenetic tree is highly structured but becomes progressively bushier as R increases, and gives the 150 impression of being a nearly perfect star for R = 50. For high R, estimated is close to R and the 151 observed genetic distances are well-fit by the model. For lower R, the fit is less good and the estimate 152 of R provided by is also less accurate. For these parameter values, the size and shape of the 153 phylogenetic tree are highly variable between runs (not shown), and the poorer fit reflects this 154 stochasticity as well as greater inaccuracy in the approximations made in converting between genetic 155 distances and coalescence times. 156
Further simulations of more complex scenarios ( Figure S1 ) shows that estimates reflect the 157 current demography of the population that it is measured from more closely than estimates based on 158 , which is more influenced by past demography and migration to and from different demes. Figure S1b shows the effect of a population size reduction. A single population with R = 50 splits into 169 two, with the blue population remaining unchanged while the red population undergoes a 10 fold 170 reduction in size. As in Figure S1a , the model fit for the red population is poor in the immediate 171 aftermath of the split but quickly improves, with the estimate of approaches the correct value of 172 5, while the nucleotide diversity of the population reduces much more slowly. Figure S1c shows the 173 effect of symmetric migration between two populations with 10 fold differences in effective 174 population size. Migration rates have a large effect on nucleotide diversity, especially for the smaller 175 population, but has little effect on estimates of . Overall, these results show that provides 176 accurate estimates of the recombination-scaled effective population size for simulated data and that 177 deviations between observed and expected genetic distances can be informative about deviations from 178 model assumptions. 179
Application to data from natural isolates 180
We first applied the method to the 1,103 V. parahaemolyticus described in . For this 181 dataset, we obtained estimates of of 484 and of 471 (Figure 2a ). is less than half of total 182 number of samples principally because a large fraction of the isolates in the sample belong to 183 pandemic clonal lineages responsible for large numbers of human infections. These lineages arose 184 within the last few decades and are likely to represent a very small fraction of the global population of 185 V. parahaemolyticus. The genetic distances are well fit by the model except that the 33 oldest 186 coalescences, on the left hand side of the plot are larger than dunrelated. The discrepancy is largely due to population structure within the species, since the fit is better, although still not perfect when 188 analysis is restricted to the 944 VppAsia population isolates (Figure 2a A further puzzle is there is no correlation evident between estimated and nucleotide diversity 233 (Figure 3b ), which at equilibrium in a neutrally evolving population is predicted to equal 2 . For 234 example, V. parahaemolyticus has similar diversity to V. cholerae and much lower diversity than V. 235 factor of 1000, while , varies only by a factor of 10, consistent with previous observations of much 237 lower variation in between species than is expected based on variation in census population size in 238 many domains of life (Lynch 2010) , which remains poorly understood, despite decades of attempts at 239 an explanation (Leffler et al. 2012) . 240
We propose that panmixia is rare in bacteria because it is unstable and does not persist over 241 evolutionary time. Specifically, high , if sustained, leads to an accumulation of diversity to levels 242 higher than that observed in any species. We propose that an accumulation of diversity leads to the 243 evolution of barriers to genetic exchange within the species that reduce . It follows that when 244 populations with high values of are found, this should have arisen recently on an evolutionary 245 timescale. 246
As proposed in , the Asian population of V. parahaemolyticus, VppAsia, has spread 247 within the last decades due to human activity but has an ancestral range that spans coastal waters from 248
India to Japan. The other V. parahaemolyticus populations that we have sampled, with different 249 ancestral ranges have smaller estimated , perhaps because they have smaller or less fecund ranges 250 or experience greater competition or more frequent demographic bottlenecks. 251
Crucially, it seems that the ancestral population size of V. parahaemolyticus as a whole was smaller 252 than currently found in VppAsia and more similar to that in the other populations. First, the site 253 frequency spectrum of VppAsia, but not the other populations, is out of equilibrium and is 254 approximately consistent with a demographic scenario in which the effective population size 255 increased by a factor of 10 15,000 years ago ( Figure S3 ). One possible scenario is that the end of the 256 last ice age around 11,000 years ago created a habitat that existed till the present and that the 257 population expansion implied by the site frequency spectrum is due to a demographic expansion at the 258 end of the ice age. Second, r/ , the number of bases imported for each mutation event, for the species 259 has been estimated at 313 ) implying that if nucleotide diversity reached an 260 equilibrium, consistent with the current value of of VppAsia, this would predict a value of = 261 2 = 2 = 2 × 453 × = 2.9 implying that most synonymous sites should be 262 variable and is far from the current value of 0.024 or indeed diversity levels in organisms in this study 263 or indeed in any well-characterised bacterial species. Our simulation results show that estimates of 264 respond much more quickly to changes in demography than . The equivalent argument is more 265 complex in H. pylori due to its geographic population structure but levels of variation are clearly far 266 from equilibrium, as illustrated by the substantial variation between populations that reflects 267 bottlenecks associated with migration rather than current population sizes (Linz et al. 2007) . types. This type of genetic differentiation is likely to be more common and more likely to lead to 277 barriers to exchange in more diverse bacterial populations, which tend to have more diverse accessory 278 genome complement (Andreani, Hesse, and Vos 2017). Such barriers can result in speciation but 279 might also lead to genetic structuring within a single species, such as host specific gene pools found in 280 C. jejuni (Sheppard et al. 2014 ). Another class of mechanism is changes in the pattern or rate of 281 recombination. Recombination requires homology between donor and recipient DNA to be 282 recognized by the cellular machinery and, in addition, most species have a mismatch repair system, 283 which aborts the process if there are too many differences. Therefore, as homology decreases, so will 284 recombination (Falush et al. 2006) . Mismatch dependent recombination is likely to be the main reason 285 why E. coli has an estimated value of of only 12, implying that recombination is ineffective in 286 reasserting variation across the whole species (Didelot et al. 2012) . 287
Our arguments imply that many environmental organisms with large census population sizes are 288 likely to have gone through a stage of high values, similar to that currently observed in the Asian 289 population of V. parahaemolyticus, before a phase-transition reduced the number of lineages 290 circulating in the population, which also prevented a continuous increase in diversity. Support for this 291 hypothesis could be provided by identifying species that have been through such a transition and 292 characterizing the factors that currently mitigate against recombination between lineages. 293 were publicly available and were downloaded from NCBI database. For species that have more than 310 500 genomes in NCBI database, such as E. coli, 500 genomes were randomly selected and were used 311 for Neighbour-joining tree reconstruction firstly. Strains located in the extreme long branches and 312 belonged to clonal groups were manually removed, finally resulting in a dataset of 6,355 genomes.
